CLSC RULE FOR USES OF
INDOOR RANGE
1.

Members must possess their membership cards at all times while using the Indoor

Range. Any member may ask to see a user's membership card which must be
produced upon request.
2.

No alcohol or illegal drugs are permitted in the indoor range at any time,

under any circumstances.
a.

Persons using or under the influence of alcohol, illegal drugs, over the counter

medication, or prescription drugs which may adversely affect the safe
handling/shooting of a firearm are prohibited from using the Indoor Range while
under their influence.
b. RSOs, at their discretion, can ask anyone whom in their opinion is unsafe to
handle a firearm, to leave the range.
3.

The Indoor Range is for use by Key Code Holders on a first come, first serve basis

whenever there is no activity scheduled. Shooters must use the relay system when
there are more shooters than firing points. Shooters must come to an agreement when
it comes to the establishment of the shooting distance. If no agreement can be reached
the party arriving first will yield the range no more than 1 hour after the arrival of the
second group.
4.

The CLSC Board of Directors shall designate times for the various disciplines using

the range to have exclusive use of the range. During these times, no other use will be
permitted.
5.

These rules are subject to change at any time with the approval of the Board of

Directors. Any changes will be posted.
6. Key Code Holders are responsible for the cost of any damage they or their guests cause.

7.

The Indoor Range is closed during any meeting or class at the request of the Chief

Instructor or person conducting the class or meeting.
8.

Shooters are required to follow ALL Indoor Range Rules and instructions for

operation and use.
Firearms and Ammunition:
1.

No firearm prohibited by law, automatic weapons, black powder/percussion

firearms of any kind, or any unsafe firearm shall be present at the range nor shall any
firearm be operated in an illegal or unsafe manner. Individuals who by law cannot
possess a firearm shall not use a firearm while on association property.
2.

No incendiary, exploding, tracer, armor piercing ammunition shall be fired in the

Indoor Range.
3.

Ammunition specifically prohibited from the Indoor Range.
Rifle rounds chambered in handguns
Shotgun Slugs
Full Magnum Handgun loads
Shotgun shells (handguns included)
Any centerfire ammunition with a muzzle velocity that exceeds 1350 fps
And no steel BB guns

4.

The following are the only firearm ammunition permitted on the Indoor Range:
.22lr caliber rimfire rifle and handguns
Centerfire handgun calibers in:
25 auto,32auto,32naa,32h&r,380auto,9mm,357sig,38special,40S&W,10mm,44special, 45acp.

Air pellet rifles and pistols

5.

Only the following ammunition is permitted in center fire handguns:
Lead bullets with copper wash
Lead bullets with copper plating
Lead bullets with polymer coatings
Frangible ammunition
Jacketed soft points, hollow points, or full metal jackets

6. Only the following ammunition is permitted in Air Rifles and Air Pistols:
lead pellets

7. Contact the RSO if you have any doubt about the ammunition to be used.
Damage to the Rubber Bullet Trap can cause the shutdown of the Indoor Range and costly
repairs. Please use your good judgment before using any questionable ammunition in
the Indoor Range.
Shooting Rules:
1.

A "Safety Line/Firing Line" will be established by those using the Indoor Range.

The "Safety Line/Firing Line" will be defined by the use of:
The moveable shooting positions
Tables
Barricades or any place or object designated by a Chief RSO
2.

NO LOADED FIREARM shall be handled anywhere inside the Indoor Range except

at the "Safety Line" or "Firing Line" and then only when no one is down range.
3.

NO UNLOADED FIREARM shall be handled when anyone is down range except in

designated safety areas established by the Chief RSO who is in charge of the range.
4. RSOs have absolute control over the shooting activities while the range is in use.
Shooters must obey any and all commands issued by an RSO. Failure to do so will be
cause for suspension or revocation of range privileges.
5.When a "Cease Fire" is called:
Stop shooting immediately, remove your finger from the trigger, hold in place and
await further instructions.
6. Eye and Ear protection are mandatory while inside the Indoor Range while shooting
is in progress.
7. Loud talking or other distractions are discouraged while people are shooting.
Spectators will be in a designated area while shooting is in progress.
8. Firearms not in use must be unloaded and cased or unloaded with the action open
at the Safety Line/Firing Line, holstered or other location as designated by the Chief
RSO.
9. No one shall go forward of the firing line while any firearm is being handled, loaded
nor until every shooter has confirmed that their firearm is empty ("clear") or in the case of
a "hot line" holstered.
10. Before beginning a shooting session each shooter is required to:
Fill out the log sheet
Turn on all lighting and fan
Close the Indoor Range door
After signing in, non-Key code Holders shall deposit $3.00 fee into the range box.
Inspect the entire range for damage, heat left on, vents left open, and anything else out of place.
Any new, previously undocumented damage should be reported .

11.

Firearms shall be discharged only at or in front of the designated Firing

Line/Safety Line as dictated by shooting conditions. Firearms will be discharged so that
the bullets impact the steel backstop and then into the traps after passing through
the target.

TARGETS

1. Targets may be of paper, cardboard. Targets
must be of such design that a bullet will pass through the target. No target
may be used that may cause a ricochet or cause the bullet to impact anywhere other
than the Rubber Bullet Trap. Metallic or exploding or any other target which may cause a
hazard to the shooter, spectators or damage to the Indoor Range shall not be used.
If there is any question of the appropriateness of any target please call clubs RSO
before use.
2. Targets are to be posted to Rubber bullet trap with a staple gun. Staple gun is located in the
indoor range cabinet.
3. Due to health and safety considerations eating, drinking, gum chewing and
tobacco products are not allowed while in the Indoor Range.
4. Upon completion of a shooting session, shooters are required to:
Pick up all empty brass, used targets, and other debris.
Recheck the range for any damage.

Turn off the fan
Turn off all lights.
Sign out in the log book.
Lock the Indoor Range door.
Wash hands thoroughly before leaving.
5. Failure to Sign-in, Sign-out and inspect the range may lead to the suspension of
range privileges.

Range Safety:
1.

All members are requested to help all novice shooters or guest shooters, to explain use of the

firearms, range rules, and to give all advice and instructions possible.
2. The following range safety rules are to be followed at all times:
a. Keep the gun muzzle pointed in a safe direction.
b. Keep your finger off the trigger until you are ready to shoot.
c. Keep your firearm unloaded until ready for use.
d. Be sure the firearm is safe to operate.
e. Know how to safely use your firearms.
f. Be sure your firearm and ammunition are compatible and safe to shoot.

Repeated occurrences will result in revocation of range privileges.

Indoor and Outdoor Range Director and Range Safety Officer : Jason Hendrickson 585-413-8372
Range Safety Officer: Steven Cinotti 585-519-5906
Range Safety Officer : Dave Luther 585-781-0155

